We present the scale-setting function and the equation of state of the pure SU(2) gauge theory using the gradient flow method. We propose a reference scale t 0 for the SU(2) gauge theory satisfying t 2 E | t=t 0 = 0.1. This reference value is fixed by a natural scaling-down of the standard t 0 -scale for the SU(3) gauge theory based on the perturbative analyses. We also show the thermodynamic quantities as a function of T /T c , which are derived by the energy-momentum tensor using the small flow time expansion of the gradient flow.
Introduction
The thermodynamic quantities play an important role to understand features of quantum chromodynamics (QCD). In the lattice calculation, the thermodynamic quantities for the quenched QCD have been precisely obtained by using several methods; the integral method, the moving-frame method, and the non-equilibrium method. In the recent study [1] , these quantities are directly calculated from the energy-momentum tensor (EMT) by the gradient flow method. This method has two advantages. First is that the statistical uncertainties become smaller with a few hundreds of configurations than that of the other methods. Actually, we utilize a few hundreds of configurations for the numerical calculation, while the recent study using the integral method [2] needs more than 10,000 configurations. Second is that the wave-function renormalization of the EMT is not necessary in the pure gauge theory.
In this work, we use the gradient flow method for the determination of the scale-setting function and the calculation of the thermodynamic quantities in the pure SU(2) gauge theory. This theory is a good testing ground for the SU(3) gauge theory, since it has almost the same properties as the SU (3) gauge theory. On the other hand, the numerical cost is lower than that of the SU(3) gauge theory, since the number of the matrix elements is smaller than that of the SU(3). This work is the first application of the numerical calculation of the pure SU(2) gauge theory using the gradient flow method. The details of the numerical results are reported in our paper [3] .
Gradient flow method
The Yang-Mils gradient flow equation [4] is defined by
where t, A µ , and B µ denote a fictitious time ("flow time"), the quantum gauge field, and the deformed gauge field, respectively. The field strength, G µν , consists of B µ . The solution of this equation defines a transformation of the gauge field toward the stationary points of the gauge action. The deformed field can be considered to be the renormalized field by the nonperturbative transformation. The flow time can be identified as a typical energy scale of the renormalization. Due to these properties, the composite operators consisting of B µ become UV finite in the positive flow time in the pure gauge theory. In general, measurement of the EMT using the lattice numerical simulation is difficult, since the lattice regularization breaks the general covariance. Here, we calculate the EMT by using the method based on the small flow time expansion of the Yang-Mills gradient flow [5, 6] ;
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where E 0 is the expectation value of E at T = 0 and the coefficients α U and α E are calculated in the one-loop order (see Ref. [6] for the details). In the finite temperature, the thermodynamic quantities (entropy density (s), trace anomaly (∆), energy density (ε), and pressure (P)) are calculated as following;
3. Scale setting
Observable and simulation setup
The observable for the scale setting is the dimensionless quantity t 2 E, where E denotes the action density given in Eq. (2.3). In the perturbative analysis, the leading term of t 2 E is proportional to N 2 c − 1. The reference scale (t 0 -scale) for the SU(3) gauge theory is proposed in Ref. [4] , that satisfies t 2 E(t) | t=t 0 = 0.3. In this work, we introduce the following reference value for the SU(2) gauge theory;
This value is chosen as an approximate scaling-down of that for the SU (3) gauge theory.
For the configuration generation, we utilize the Wilson-Plaquette action and set the lattice extent to N 4 s = 32. Table 1 shows the lattice coupling constant β and the number of configurations for each parameter. As a range of the flow time in the gradient flow process, we set t/a 2 ∈ [0.00, 32.00]. To obtain the reference values (t 0 ), we calculate E using the clover operator as a central analysis. The systematic error is estimated by the difference from the value calculated by the plaquette operator. 
Results of the scale setting
The obtained values of t 0 in lattice units are summarized in Table 1 . The data of ln(t 0 /a 2 ) are well interpolated using a quadratic function of β , and we obtain the following best fit function for β ∈ [2.420, 2.850];
This scale-setting function gives the relation between the lattice spacing a and the temperature for a given β . Figure 1 shows the ratio of the lattice spacing ln(a/a 0 ) as a function of β . We take the reference lattice spacing a 0 with the value at β = 2.500. As a comparison, the previous data, which is obtained from the scale-setting equation in Ref. [7] , is also shown. There is a precise agreement between two scale-setting functions within 1-σ errorbar in β ∈ [2.42, 2.60], where both functions are available. Also, our scale-setting function has the smaller statistical errorbar than that given in Ref. [7] does. Our function covers the higher β region, which is better to investigate the physics in T c T .
We also compare our reference scale ( √ 8t 0 ) with the Sommer scale (r 0 ) [8] and the NeccoSommer scale (r c ) [9] . These reference scales are defined via the dimensionless static quarkantiquark force r 2 F(r). To estimate the ratios of √ 8t to r 0 and r c , we use the data of a 2 F(r) at β = 2.50, 2.60 and 2.70 shown in Ref. [8] . The results in the continuum limit are given by 4. Thermodynamics
Procedure and simulation setup
In order to obtain the EMT on the lattice, we perform the following procedures given in Ref. [ Table  2 for each T /T c , which are determined by using Eq. (3.2). To find E 0 , we also generate the configurations for each β listed in Table 2 with the lattice size N 4 s = 32 4 .
2. Solve the gradient flow equation for each configuration in the fiducial window 2a ≤ √ 8t ≤ N τ a/2 to suppress the discretization and the finite volume effects. Here, we set the lower limit to √ 8t min = 2a, since we consider the clover operator with a size 2a. The upper limit is fixed to be √ 8t max = N τ a/2, since the smearing effect by the gradient flow exceeds the temporal lattice size in
3. Construct the operators, U µν and E, using the deformed gauge field and average them over the gauge configurations at each t.
4. Carry out an extrapolation toward (a,t) → (0, 0), first a → 0 and then t → 0 under the condition in the fiducial window. Here, we carry out both constant and linear extrapolations. In the a → 0 limit, we utilize the constant extrapolation as a central analysis and the linear one to estimate the systematic error. Also in the t → 0 limit, we perform two types of extrapolations, and take the result with the better reduced χ 2 . Two extrapolated values in the both limits are consistent with each other within at most 3-σ , where σ denotes the statistical error. To calculate the thermodynamic quantities, we firstly measure the trace anomaly (∆/T 4 ) and the entropy density (s/T 3 ), and then compute the energy density (ε/T 4 ) and the pressure (P/T 4 ).
Results of thermodynamics
We plot ∆/T 4 and s/T 3 as a function of T /T c after taking the double (a,t) → (0, 0) limit in the left panel of Fig. 2 . As a comparison, ∆/T 4 and s/T 3 obtained by the integral method at N τ = 5 given in Ref. [2] are also shown. Our results have the smaller statistical error than the results obtained by the integral method. In T /T c ≥ 1.12, our data including the systematic errors agree with the results given by the integral method, while there are small discrepancies in the low temperature region. These discrepancies may come from the discretization errors in the both methods and the usage of the one-loop approximation in the gradient flow method.
The right panel of Fig. 2 shows the equation of state in T ≥ T c , namely the relationship between ε/T 4 and P/T 4 . The linear function, P = ε/3, presents the case with vanishing ∆/T 4 , and the diamond symbol denotes the value in the ideal gas (Stefan-Boltzmann (SB)) limit. In the high temperature, our result heads toward the point in the SB limit. However, the lattice data at T ≃ 2T c is almost 70-80% of the value in the SB limit. It is an evidence that the state of the two-color "QGP" phase around T ≤ 2T c cannot be described by the ideal gas model yet. Now, let us compare our results with the analytic prediction, namely the results of the HardThermal-Loop (HTL) model [10] . In the HTL analysis, we use the NNLO formula with the renormalization scheme µ HTL = 2πT . The systematic uncertainty of µ HTL is shown as two dashed curves obtained by using µ HTL /(2πT ) = 0.5 and 2.0. The band in the figure shows the uncertainty coming from the error in T c /Λ MS [11] .
The left panel of Fig. 3 shows the comparison of ε normalized by the value in the SB limit between our lattice data and the HTL calculation in N c = 2 case. Our result is nicely consistent with the HTL prediction in T c T .
To see the scaling law of the trace anomaly, we also compare the results between the lattice data and the HTL analysis. The trace anomaly has a term of 1/T 2 as a leading correction in the high temperature. On the other hand, the nonperturbative logarithmic correction term for ∆/T 2 is predicted by the HTL analysis. To see these correction terms, we take the both axes as a logarithmic scale in the right panel of Fig. 3 . We also set the horizontal axis to be (T /T c ) 2 ∆/T 4 . Here, as a comparison, the result obtained by the integral method at N τ = 5 given in Ref. [2] is also shown. In 1.3T c T , the lattice results exhibit almost plateau and approaches to the HTL results. We consider that the lattice data become consistent with the HTL and the perturbative analyses in the further high temperature. 
Summary
In this work, we determine the scale-setting function and the thermodynamic quantities by using the gradient flow method in the case of N c = 2. For the precise scale-setting of the lattice parameters, we propose a reference value for the SU(2) gauge theory, which satisfies t 2 E | t=t 0 = 0.1. This value is determined by a natural scaling-down of the reference scale for the SU(3) gauge theory. We show that our reference scale is suitable to study the thermodynamics near T c and the statistical error of our scale-setting function is smaller than that of the function given in Ref. [7] . For the thermodynamic quantities, we calculate the EMT by the small flow-time expansion of the gradient flow method. The statistical error is smaller than the one given by the integral method, and we find a strong tendency toward the consistency with the HTL prediction in the high temperature.
